
 › Unleash the full potential of your confocal 

 › Spectral freedom adapts to all labels

 › Individual gain preserves dynamic range

 › Crisp images through high signal-to-noise

 › Proven Huygens deconvolution gets the best 

out of your images

Leica TCS SP8 + 
SVI Huygens
Beyond Confocal Resolution
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IMPROVE YOUR IMAGES

The confocal pinhole eliminates out-of-focus light from the 

image. This improved z-resolution allows optical sectioning. 

However, the diameter of the pinhole also affects the resolution 

of the confocal microscope. Closing the pinhole improves 

resolution, but also reduces signal levels significantly. Thus,  

a confocal image is always a trade-off between resolution  

and signal level. Super-sensitive HyD-detectors offer superior 

signal-to-noise ratio to help render the finest details even from 

low intensity signals allowing you to close the pinhole for 

resolving smaller details. By reducing dark noise, the Leica HyD 

automatically improves image contrast – a prerequisite for 

excellent deconvolution results.

Discover High Resolution Imaging
Pushing your confocal to its limits requires highly sensitive detection with low noise. 

The Leica TCS SP8 + SVI Huygens combines super-sensitive HyD detectors with 

 accurate and dependable Huygens deconvolution. The improvements in resolution and 

contrast deliver crisp multicolor images, which convey every detail at high fidelity.

Closing down the pinhole improves resolution both axially as well as 

laterally. At the same time the signal level drops off. Only the sensitivity 

of the whole light detection pathway determines the practically achievable 

resolution.

Resolution improvement achieved by setting the pinhole to AU 0.6 and applying deconvolution: 

Typcal resolution increase around 1.5x laterally and 2.0x axially. 
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HYBRID DETECTION TECHNOLOGY FOR HIGH FIDELITY

 

Photons emitted by the sample need to be preserved so they 

can contribute to your brilliant images. The Leica TCS SP8 

provides high photon efficiency and gapless spectral detection 

using the synergy of hybrid detectors, the multiband spectral 

detector and the acousto-optical beam splitter.

 

The SP detector design offers simultaneous detection of 

adaptable gapless emission bands. The Leica HyD detectors 

seamlessly integrate into the Leica SP detector module.  

The combination of five imaging channels allowing up to four 

super-sensitive HyDs – each with an adjustable gain setting –  

maximize the overall dynamic range of the confocal system.  

By reducing dark noise, the hybrid detector automatically 

improves image contrast. The HyD’s high efficiency and fast 

sampling rate synergize with our high speed tandem scanner 

for high speed live cell imaging.

HUYGENS DECONVOLUTION

 

Huygens deconvolution software from SVI (Scientific Volume 

Imaging) improves your confocal data assigning all recorded 

intensity to the location it originates from. Typical resolution 

increase is around 1.5 times in x, y and 2.0 times in z. You can 

further reduce excitation light thanks to the contrast increase 

afforded by deconvolution. Huygens deconvolution uses 

well-established algorithms to restore detail in your imaging. 

As you can compare the outcome directly with your raw data, 

you can be confident in your results.

A Leica-exclusive Huygens software package is included with 

every TCS SP8 + SVI Huygens high-resolution imaging system. 

The easy-to-use LAS X ↔ Huygens data exchange facilitates 

interaction of the two software packages. One mouse click 

sends acquired data to Huygens, where you can immediately 

start deconvolution. Deconvolved images are just as easily  

sent back to LAS X.

Phenotypic profiling of the human genome by time-lapse microscopy reveals cell division genes.

Maximum Projection of live HeLa Kyoto cells with Tubulin-GFP (green) and Mitotracker deep red (red) before and after deconvolution using Huygens. Recorded using 63x14 lens + 12 kHz  

resonant scanner + HyD  20 z-stacks recorded within 25 sec.

Cell lines published in: Neumann B, Walter T, Hériché JK, Bulkescher J, Erfle H, Conrad C, Rogers P, Poser I, Held M, Liebel U, Cetin C, Sieckmann F, Pau G, Kabbe R, Wünsche A, Satagopam V, 

Schmitz MH, Chapuis C, Gerlich DW, Schneider R, Eils R, Huber W, Peters JM, Hyman AA, Durbin R, Pepperkok R, Ellenberg J. Nature. 2010 Apr 1;464(7289):721-7 doi: 101038/nature08869
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www.leica-microsystems.com

TRUE SUPER-RESOLUTION

Awarding 2014’s Nobel Prize in Chemistry to Stefan Hell for the 

development of STED microscopy emphasizes the importance of 

super-resolution for life science research. STED (STimulated 

Emission Depletion) microscopy is a super-resolution technology 

based on true confocal scanning. It is fully integrated into the 

Leica TCS SP8 confocal platform and provides fast, intuitive,  

and purely optical access to structural details far beyond the 

diffraction limit by downscaling the spot from where fluorescence  

is generated – fast enough even for live cell imaging. 

The latest generation of super-resolution microscopes, the Leica 

TCS SP8 STED 3X offers true super-resolution microscopy in 

lateral as well as axial directions and offers the freedom to 

optimize resolution in all directions according to your scientific 

question. Multiple depletion lasers, that open up the spectrum  

of visible light, give improved capabilities for multicolor STED. A 

pulsed STED laser at 775 nm – the latest STED implementation – 

reduces resolution down to 30 nm.

The modular concept of the TCS SP8 and TCS SP8 STED 3X offer 

you maximum flexibility in choosing your options. You can enter 

the confocal super-resolution world at any level and purchase 

additional STED laser lines, the 3D STED functionality or gated 

STED whenever you need them and on almost all Leica TCS SP8 

configurations.

Comparison of resolutions with different pinhole sizes and 3D STED super-resolution and subsequent deconvolution.
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Deconvolution by SVI Huygens
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